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B.E. JARMAN
Evaluation of Instruction Program Report

 

20W: MATH 3C DIS 1C: ODE&LA LIFESCI STDT
No. of responses = 16

Enrollment = 24
Response Rate = 66.67%

1. UCLA Department of Mathematics:1. UCLA Department of Mathematics:

How would you rate your TA as an
effective teacher?

1.1)
ExcellentFailing n=16

av.=8.88
md=9
dev.=0.34
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How would you rate the availability
and helpfulness of your TA outside of
the classroom?

1.2)
ExcellentFailing n=16

av.=8.69
md=9
dev.=1.01
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What is your rating of this course
independent of the effectiveness of
the TA?

1.3)
ExcellentFailing n=16

av.=7.5
md=7.5
dev.=1.79
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2. Comments:2. Comments:

Please use the space provided for any comments you wish to make which are pertinent to the
educational process.  These may include all aspects of the course: teaching, examinations, grading,
textbook, etc.

2.1)

10/10. Ben is probably the best TA I have ever had with my experience at UCLA. Though there are
weekly quizzes for this class, Ben really is able to elaborate on every topic covered in class before and
makes clear what the professor was talking about if anyone was confused. Before every quiz, he would
go over a similar problem, walking us through step by step which reinforces our methods. You can tell
that Ben really does enjoy what he does as he always is in a fair mood during class. He offers a good
amount of help outside of the classroom as well. I highly recommend Ben!

Ben is an amazing TA. He breaks down the lecture material quickly and concisely in a way that is easy
to understand, and helps us do well on the weekly quizzes. Whenever he goes over concepts, it seems
so easy! He is also very approachable, answers any questions, and really understands the material. He
really helped me understand this class and do well on the quizzes, as well as understand my mistakes
from the midterm.

Ben was AMAZING. The best TA I've had at UCLA hands down. Honestly could have taught the course
instead of our professor. He explained concepts in their entirety and was able to relate concepts to
some we had learned before. I always felt like I could ask questions and I would get an answer that
would actually help me understand problems. I love Ben with all my heart and hope he becomes a
professor here one day.

Ben was a fantastic TA, one of the best I've ever had. He was super helpful, knew the material really
well, and explained everything form lecture in a simpler manner.

Ben was always very helpful and accessible outside of class. His office hours were very informative,
especially to go over material from class. He would often re-explain material in a way that was easier to
understand, and he was kind about going over material again if we did not understand it.
His discussion sections were also helpful to summarize class material in an efficient way.

Ben was an incredibly helpful TA! He explained concepts in discussion in a way that clarified difficult
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topics from lecture. He was exceptionally available for help through office hours, emails, extra handouts,
and review sessions. He always radiated positive energy and made learning enjoyable.

Ben was great at explaining difficult concepts. He was able to simplify them and make more sense of
them. He was also able to enrich the course content by reiterating the concepts covered in class but
from a different perspective. He always made himself available for questions through email, which was
super helpful!

Ben was probably the best TA I've ever had. He was so helpful throughout the entire course and was
always available for us to ask questions. I thought it was really good for us to go over the quiz concepts
right before the quiz not just so it would be easier, but it helped us learn how to solve those problems for
the midterms. His office hours and review sessions really helped us do well on exams. I took this course
with another TA last year and had to drop because I was barely passing and hardly understood the
material. I am confident that I will do very well this time and only have Ben to thank for that.

Ben was such a helpful TA. His work and explanations in discussion, office hours, and over email were
incredibly helpful. He went above and beyond to ensure that we understood the material and he made
this class something I could coherently absorb.

I enjoyed having Ben as a TA this quarter. He was a very good teacher and is very friendly and
welcoming. I never felt like I couldn't ask him a question and enjoyed going to his office hours and
review sessions. If Ben were to be a teacher in the future, I think that I would enjoy being in his class
and learning from him again. It's very apparent that he enjoys what he does and really tries to make
learning the materials interactive.

My TA was very effective and helped me understand all concepts that I found confusing during lecture.
His explanations were clear and easy to follow.

TA was extremely helpful, provided with examples and would often sent out tips on how to approach
homework and exercise problems. Hosted office hours before our midterms which were helpful. He
replied back to our emails rapidly and would explain the material covered in lecture very good.

he was an excellent TA. he taught very well and communicated the information well. he was always
willing to help us with the material by providing extra office hours and answering all of our questions
through email.
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Profile
Subunit: MATH
Name of the instructor: B.E. JARMAN
Name of the course:
(Name of the survey)

20W: MATH 3C DIS 1C: ODE&LA LIFESCI STDT

Values used in the profile line: Mean

1. UCLA Department of Mathematics:1. UCLA Department of Mathematics:

1.1) How would you rate your TA as an effective teacher? Failing Excellent
n=16 av.=8.88

1.2) How would you rate the availability and helpfulness
of your TA outside of the classroom?

Failing Excellent
n=16 av.=8.69

1.3) What is your rating of this course independent of the
effectiveness of the TA?

Failing Excellent
n=16 av.=7.50


